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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: So
Car as this particular scheme is ccn- 
oeraed, I have no information readily 
available with me, but I will collect 
the information and give it to the Hon. 
Member.

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYA: 
What is the exact demand of the coun-
try for this edible oil, how much are 
wc manufacturing and how much is 
the idle capacity existing in the edible 
oil plants?

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: The 
total imports..

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYA:
You may first answer as 1o hc,w much 
is the demand.

SIIRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: With 
regard to the exact demand  ̂ Sir, the 
question relates just to rice bran oil 
and if the hon. Member wants to ex-
pand the area of the question, natu-
rally it requires notice. Of course, I 
can give whatever figures I have.

MR. SPEAKER: He wants notice for 
that.

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYA: It 
is not irrelevant. Kindly say whether 
I am putting any irrelevant question. 
Why is he not replying?

MR. SPEAKER: He says he will have 
to get fresh information for you.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: For two 
out of three questions he has asked, 
he was getting up to reply.

MR SPEAKER: Is he prepared to do 
that9

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: You ask 
him. He is a very competent Minister 
that way.

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: This 
question relates particularly to rice 
bran. He wants to have the entire 
gamut of edible oils. How can I give 
him?

MR. SPEAKER: That is what I said. 
..All right, you please give a fresh 
noitice for that.

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYA: He 
has unnecessarily caused inconvenience 
to Members by first asking them to #tft 
questions and then he says he has no-
information. I know what is the diffi-
culty.

SHRI A. T. PATIL: Does the Govern-
ment propose to modernise the rice' 
mills in the rice-producing areas so as 
to produce edible oil from, rice bran? 
This has a very salutary effect on the 
economy of the rice-producing areas in 
the country. It is from that point of 
view that I would like to know, whe-
ther the Government proposes to mod-
ernise the rice mills so as to produce- 
edible oils from rice bran.

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: In
the reply to the first question I have 
already mentioned that as and when 
modernisation takes placc and we can 
collect rice bran on a commercial scale, 
it is possible to expand the particular 
industry.

SHRI MANORANJAN BHAKTA: In 
view of the huge imports of edible oils 
from abroad, I would like to ask a per-
tinent question of the hon. Minister.- 
In view ol the same ecological situa-
tion in the Andaman and Nicobar is-
lands as in Malaysia, will the Govern-
ment of India consider having a palm 
oil plant in the island So that gainful 
employment may be given to the island-
ers as alsc to meet the demand of edi-
ble oils in the country?

MR SPEAKER: It is a suggestion. 
He may consider it.

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Satish Prasad 
Singh—not here Shri Shejwalkar.

Appointment of Fourth Pay 
Commission

*68. SHRI N. K. SHEJWALKAR:
SHRI SATISH PRASAD 

SINGH;
Will the Minister of FINANCE be 

pleased to state:

(a) whether the Fourth Pay Com-
mission for Central Government 
Employees is proposed to be appoint-
ed in 1980; and
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(b) If not, when the Fourth Pay 
Commisfioji is likely to be conatitut- 

,«d?

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
'MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI JA- 
GANNATH PAHADIA): (a) and (b). 
There is no proposal under the consi-
deration of the Government at present 
to appoint a Fourth Pay Commission 
for Central Government employees.

SHRI N. K. SHEJWALKAR: May I 
know from the hon. Minister as to what 
are the criteria according to the Gov-
ernment for having such sort of a Com-
mission? Will he spell them out?

SHRI JAGANNATH PAHADIA: Cri-
teria?

TO swtt $  ̂ far*sr ^  *qrr
*R*¥f ? "

MR. SPEAKER: For the apointment 
of such a Commission. That is what 
he wants to know.

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE AND 
INDUSTRY (SHRI R. VENKATARA-
MAN): There are no set criteria for 
appointment of a Pay Commission. As 
and when the Government thinks that 
it is necessary to revise and then, as 
and when the staff members also make 
representations, this is taken into con-
sideration and it is decided on the 
merits of each occasion.

SHRI N. K. SHEJWALKAR: In this 
very connection may I know from the 
hon. Minister whether on behalf of the 
employees there is a demand for having 
such sort of a Pay Commission i.e. a 
Fourth Pay Commission?

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: To the 
best of my information there is no un-
animous view cn this. There are dif-
ferent views with regard to having a 
Fourth Pay Commission. Some people 
have suggested that a Fourth Pay 
Commission was not necessary while 
some others have suggested that it is 
necesary. But there is no unanimity 
on this.

SHRI N. K. SHEJWALKAR: Sir, I 
want your protection. Of course, the 
hop. Government is not prepared to 
lay down what are the exact tests. 
They say that when there is a demand, 
they do consider this thing. They say 
there is a demand and at the same time 
they also say there is no demand. I 
do not know what to do.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: I want to 
know from the hon. Minister when he 
says that there is no demand, is it not 
indirectly and unintentionally inviting 
the Central Government employees to 
launch on a big agitation so that the 
demands may be perceptible.

But, my main question is: is it not 
a fact fhat three Pay Commissions had 
given their recommendations without 
any reference to any scientific job eva-
luation and, therefore, a majority of 
Central Government employees’—the 
majority of them are railwaymen, by 
the way, seventeen lakhs of them—or-
ganisations, made representations that 
they did not want another Pay Com-
mission of that type but they would 
like to have some machinery by which 
a scientific job evaluation is done and 
their pay scales are fixed only after 
that. But that cannot be done by the 
Pay Commission.

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: This is 
exactly what I said. There are two 
opinions—some people want a Pay 
Commission; some others do not. When-
ever they use the word ‘Pay Commis-
sion’ they have some kind of Pay Com-
mission of their choice and of their 
view_and, it is true, that in certain 
quarters, they want a Pay Commision 
which will do job evaluation, job gra-
dation and then the pay is fixed accord-
ing to that. All these are only repre-
sentations received at this stage.

MR. SPEAKER: Next question Q. No. 
70.

SHRI SOBENG TAYENG: May I 
know from the hon. Minister whether 
the recommendations of the Pay Com-
mission have been___(Interruptions).
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SPEAKER: 1 h*v» called the

next question by-Mr. Mtfhsin. „

“SHRI SOBEJJCr TAXING: Sir, I have 
stood several times. You have not 
allowed. I have asked a question about 
Civil Aviation also. You have not al-
lowed that. I think you are avoiding 
.the North-Eastern Region.

J would like this question, only to be 
replied to. (Interruptions).

MR. SPEAKER: I am sorry. I should 
have taken up Q. No. 69, Now, Q. No.
<f>9. Shri Pandey. .

firm (^rc jrfcn) stfkr ifta
VT ftWTH 

*69 W* *** : "'PTT q*J?T
vftx «fm firm** w?ft ^  *<n% $qrr *3$ 
fjp : '

(w?) «r t  TtTT ^  *r w m
fffcT % cpfcr fWRT JFtf ifmT

(w ) q fc  $r, ?ft z f tw  ^  ^q te rr w r  ^  
f w W w  % fax* »nnT

(»T) tft *TT ^  W* £ f%
VRT ^  FORT T̂ T fc

fata* swrrcfcgfo- <raft<m* an% $ ?

THE MINISTER pF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND CIVIL 
AVIATION (SHRI KARTIK ORAON):
(a) No, Sir.

(b) Does not arise.

(c) Unless a survey is conducted of 
the lake it would not be possible to 
indicate whether this lake is worth de-
veloping from the tourism angle. It 
is understood that the State Govern-
ment is considering a comprehensive 
survey to determine the type of migra-
tory birds which visit this lake as also 
to obtain other information about the 
lake for considering its future deve-
lopment.
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